Part 1 featured works from The Island School, Kitt Laws, Dura Curry, Michael Lisagor, David Sague, Cindy Vandersluis, Pete Simpson, Jeff B, Kate Pippinger, and Chris Soldevilla.

Part 2 featured works from Susan MacPherson sung by Ryan Bohannon, an original song from Jeremy Moff, a story of two sides of a terrifying moment from Joseph and Alisa Steck performed by Pete Benson and Sabrina Fiander, a monologue from Ross Eide, and poetry by Kristi Helgeson and Joyce Marie Brown, the latter performed and filmed by Matt Eldridge.

Part 3 featured works from Catherine Purves, Lydia Harrison, Kevin Fitzpatrick, Susan Johnson, Maria Beatty, and Rachelle Thornburgh, with performances from James Sgambati O’Donnell, John Ellis, Ann Wilkinson Ellis, Dominique Cantwell, Marc Cantwell, and Justine Rose Stillwell.

From May 22 to June 5, 2020, BAINBRIDGE PERFORMING ARTS produced three streaming anthologies of poems, songs, and short stories from local writers and performers. Over twenty original pieces representing the life and times of the Covid-19 quarantine on Bainbridge Island were shared.